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² : ŽWe propose to give an answer to two open questions: is R X strong S resp.,
. Ž . Ž .catenarian when R X is? We construct a ring R such that R X is both
² :catenarian and strong S whereas R X is neither catenarian nor strong S. Q 1999
Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
w xLet R be a domain and denote by R n the ring of polynomials in n
Ž w x w xindeterminates with coefficients in R, for n s 1, R 1 s R X is the ring
. Ž . y1 w xof polynomials in one indeterminate . Then R X s S R X is the
Ž .Nagata ring in one indeterminate , where S is the multiplicative subset of
w x ² :R X formed by polynomials whose coefficients generate R, and R X s
y1 w xU R X the Serre conjecture ring, where U is the multiplicative subset
formed by the monic polynomials. By induction, one finally defines the
Nagata and Serre conjecture rings in n indeterminates as
² : ² :² :R n s R n y 1 X and R n s R n y 1 X .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . ² :Clearly, R n is a localization of R n ; hence if the latter ring is a strong
S-ring or if it is catenarian, so is the former one. In this paper, we answer
w xthe open question about the converse 3, Question 2.8 . Indeed, we
construct a counterexample showing that the converse does not hold.
Ž .Recall that a domain R is strong S resp., catenarian if, for each
w x w xconsecutive pair p ; q of primes in R, the extended primes p X ; q X
w x Ž Ž . Ž . .are consecutive in R X resp., ht q s ht p q 1 . A stably strong S-do-
Ž .main resp., a universally catenarian domain R is a domain R such that
w x Ž .R n is strong S resp., catenarian for any n.
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We use ``; '' to denote proper containment. If K : L are two fields we
w xdenote t.d. L : K the transcendence degree of L over K.
THE EXAMPLE
Let K be a field, and T a semi-local universally catenarian K-algebra
with two maximal ideals M and N, respectively, of heights 1 and 2 such
w x w xthat t.d. TrM : K s 1, and t.d. TrN : K s 0, that is, TrN is algebraic
Ž w x.over K one can proceed as in 2, Exemple A . Let I s M l N, D a
one-dimensional valuation domain with quotient field K, and R s
Ž . y1Ž .T , I, D s w D , where w denotes the natural homomorphism from T
Ž .onto TrI. The spectrum of R is formed by 0 , I, primes of height 1
Žcontained in I, and a unique maximal m corresponding to the maximal
. w xideal of D . Moreover, by 2, Theoreme 1 , dim R s 3. Thus, for all n,Â Á ¤
Ž w x. Ž w x. Ž . ² : w xht m n s 3 s ht I n q 1 and dim R n s dim R n s dim R n y n
Ž w x.s ht m n s 3.
Ž .First claim: for all n, the Nagata ring R n is catenarian. It is enough to
w x w xshow that for two consecutive primes P ; Q of R n , such that Q : m n ,
Ž . Ž .one has ht Q s ht P q 1. We consider two cases:
w x}P does not contain I; then the chain lifts in T 1, Proposition 4 . In
this case, Q cannot be above m since no prime of T is above m. Therefore
w x Ž .Q ; m n , and thus, ht Q F 2. Clearly, the claim follows.
w x w x Ž w x.}P contains I; then I n : P ; Q : m n . Since we have ht I n s
Ž w x. w x w x2, and ht m n s 3, it follows necessarily that P s I n and Q s m n .
Ž . Ž .Then, for all n, R n is also strong S. In particular, R X is catenarian
and strong S.
² :Second claim: R X is not catenarian. Let t g N, t9 g M be such that
t q t9 s 1 in the ring T , and x g m but x f I, in the ring R. Denote by L
Ž .the quotient field of T and thus also of R . Define the prime ideals Q9
w xand P9 of T X simply as
w xQ9 s f g T X such that f trx g M , 4Ž .
w x w x w xP9 s f g T X such that f trx s 0 s xX y t L X l T X . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .Then P9 is an upper to 0 , Q9 is an upper to M, and P9 ; Q9. Then let
w x w xQ s Q9 l R X s f g R X such that f trx g M , 4Ž .
w x w xP s P9 l R X s f g R X such that f trx s 0 4Ž .
w x w xs xX y t L X l R X .Ž .
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w xP and Q are two prime ideals of R X such that P ; Q. It is easy to see
Ž .that P is an upper to 0 , and Q is an upper to I. For this, let us consider
the polynomial
g s xX y t xX y t9 s x 2 X 2 y x t q t9 X q tt9 s x 2 X 2 y xX q tt9,Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 Ž .where tt9 g NM s I, but x f I. Hence g g P a fortiori g g Q but
w x Ž . Ž .g f I X . In particular, we have ht P s 1, and ht Q s 3.
w xWe show that P and Q are consecutive in R X . By way of contradic-
tion, we suppose that we have P ; J ; Q, and consider two cases:
w x}J contains I. Since Q is an upper to I, it follows that J s I X .
w xHowever, the polynomial g above is such that g g P and g f I X . This
provides a contradiction.
w x}J does not contain I. The chain P ; J ; Q lifts in T X as
w x Ž .P9 ; J9 ; Q0 1, Proposition 4 . Thus ht Q0 G 3, and necessarily Q0 is
Ž . Ž .above N the only prime of height 2 in T . However, we have xX y t g
Ž .P9, and t g N, a fortiori xX y t g Q0 and t g Q0. Thus xX g Q s Q0
w x Ž .l R X . By definition, we would then have t s x trx g M, a contradic-
tion.
Ž ² : .To prove our claim R X is not catenarian , it is enough to show that
² :Q lifts in R X . By way of contradiction suppose that a unitary polyno-
mial f is in Q. Write
f s X n q a X ny1 q ??? qa ,ny1 0
with a g R, 0 F k F n y 1. By definition, we havek
n ny1f trx s trx q a trx q ??? qa s a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ny1 0
where a g M. Then
t n q a xt ny1 q ??? qa x n s x na .ny1 0
Ž .Since t ’ 1 mod M , we have
1 q x a q ??? qa x ny1 g M l R s I ,Ž .ny1 0
a contradiction.
² : w xLast claim: R X is not a strong S-ring. The chain P ; Q in R X is
w xsuch that Q is minimal containing P and I X . This chain lifts as P9 ; Q9
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w x w xin T X 1, Proposition 4 . Since Q9 is an upper to M and Q is an upper to
I we have
w x w x w x w xt.d. T X rQ9 : R X rQ s t.d. TrM : RrI s t.d. TrM : K s 1.
w x Ž w x w x.From 1, Lemme 6 , we conclude that ht Q 1 rP 1 G 2 and henceRw2x
² :R X is not a strong S-ring.
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